There are plenty of people in this world who's understanding of everything outside their reality, has come
from a TV.
There are PLENTY of people in this world who have never even seen a TV.
There are plenty of people in this world who do not like us The U.S, not because of what the TV said, not
because we are better than them, not because of the "Highest standard of living" we have.
More Because
There are plenty of people, HUMANS, who live in a world of constant fear and never ending wars. Wars
that are "sponsored" and "puppeteer'ed" by us The U.S., our "Allies", and the legions of supporting
Corporations gathered together with in the entities like the WTO and IMF- who are only there to collect
their debt, and create new ones.
There are plenty of people who's lives, and countries have been entirely rearranged- for better or for worse by treaties created by us the U.S., and them the U.N. Treaties that drew lines in the sand, and are
now patrolled and controlled by men in baby blue, with stamps of NATO on their heads.
There are plenty of people that have been killed by us The U.S. while we "fought for freedom" by dropping
bombs from 5 miles in the sky like a "name-less face-less terrorist". Bombs didi Bombs for days on end,
that sometimes have disintegrated entire cities, or just their TV & radio stations, houses,
factories, streets, and oh ya their military. All in the name of freedom. With the American stamped
approval, and backed by the U.N.- yes it's ok to kill these humans in that there bad land.
And know that
There are plenty of people, just like you and me, who are left at a lost and only want revenge when there
wife son daughter husband brother sister mother are no longer alive, because an us- The U.S -bomb fell
from the sky.
There are plenty of people, just like you and me, who are left at a lost and only want revenge when there
wife son daughter husband brother sister mother is no longer alive because a plane piloted
by humans declaring Jihad, flew head on, into buildings that are now just gone.
So
There are plenty of people, in this world who yes, might raise a cheer, hand out candy, and shoot their guns
in the air, while saying in many different languages "They finally got what was coming to them".
But remember
There are PLENTY of people, in this world that are bowing their heads in sorrow, and praying for the
killing to end.
Just as
There are plenty of people, right now, in government offices planning "The Worlds" revenge on these
"name-less face-less terrorist" who have declared Jihad on us The U.S. - $20 billion has just been
approved by congress to "gear up" the military for war, it may take a couple weeks or a month or 2 for us to
decide who to start killing, but killing we will do. Justified killing of Humans, who are just like me and
you.
There are plenty of people who I know not of the world with which they live in, who are going to die
against their will, in the name of freedom, in the name of revenge.

Still
There will be plenty of people, just like you and me, cheering at the end of the day, holding up victory
signs, waving the red white and blue, cause CNN is shown us on the interactive 24 hour Anti-Terrorist TV,
that "See, 'They' got what was coming to them."
But Nobody wins the game called revenge
Please note:
I Condemn all acts of violence, by any human/nation/state/Corporation/Organization.
I am in disbelief of the reality of - 9 11- which has only brought tears to my eyes.
I sat on the roof top of the WTC in 1995 for 3 hours and marveled at what wo/man has created. And now I
have no words for what we have destroyed...
I am not afraid to shed water for the dead, even if I know not there names, least of all their faces.
So sad
I have traveled all around this world and only know that every human I have ever met on this planet, has
only wanted to live. So much so that they will die for whatever their life is.
A storm coming, I feel it, I think we all do. And the world as we knew it, what seems like a lifetime ago,
just yesterday, will never be the same...
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We are what we repeatedly do.
Aristotle

